WHY BUY FROM US?
Buying custom wheels is NOT as easy as 1-2-3. You need to understand the different types, what will fit and
what will not, realize the issues of getting wheels without tires, as well as other details. But most importantly
you need to be confident that it is a real professional who is advising you throughout this expensive purchase
as well as a reputable company who will always be there for you afterwards. It is very rare to get this kind of
service from a small local shop.

STATE-OF-THE-ART
EQUIPMENT

IN-HOUSE
EXPERTS

Our brand new wheel & tire facility has the latest state-ofthe-art equipment. From drilling and shaving to
"scratchless" mounting and "road force" balancing, we can
properly handle any size wheel and tire that most local
shops cannot. Every single wheel that we ship goes
through a very thorough Quality Assurance (QA) process.

Our dedicated Wheel & Tire Team will support you at any
time with individual solutions, customization options, tell
you which wheels fit your vehicle perfectly, recommend the
size and type of tire to match, and give you professional
advice.

GUARANTEED FITMENT
No fitment issues when you order from us! We have created the most
accurate wheel & tire fitment database in the industry. We guarantee
that the wheels we offer will fit your vehicle with the right diameter,
offset, backspacing, and bolt pattern.

CUSTOMIZATION
OPTION
There is no compromise when it comes to the
design. We can fully customize any set of rims in our
in-house paint facility: whether it’s custom paint,
powder-coating, textures, engraving, and even
rhinestones. Color-match your ride, or choose
multiple shades on different facets of the wheel. Use
our wheel customizer to create and preview that oneof-a-kind look you want.

WHEEL & TIRE
PACKAGES
Why deal with the hassle of getting your tires and
TPMS sensors separately? Save time and money by
buying a complete set. Simply take off your factory
wheels and install the new ones yourself.
Conveniently receive a fully functional and assembled
wheel & tire package without having to do any extra
work or incur further costs. Always have an extra set.
Enjoy the convenience of quickly switching between
your factory and custom wheels for snow or racing.

TPMS SENSORS
Sensors are available for purchase and are installed for free. We
recommend new sensors for your new wheels because the last thing
you want to do is transfer the original sensors from your factory
wheels. There is a high risk of damage and you lose the
convenience of quickly switching between your factory and custom
wheels.

FREE MOUNTING &
BALANCING
State-of-the-art Hunter Auto 34 Touchless tire mounting and
balancing on Hunter Road Force® GSP9700 machines with
SmartWeight™ balancing technology will ensure a
vibration-free ride with fewer wheel weights. There are very
few companies who have this equipment. We also use
Hoffman® wheel weights - the most advanced wheel
weights in the world.

WORRY-FREE
SHIPPING

FREE NITROGEN
INFLATION
Want to get extended tire life and increased fuel economy?
Nitrogen is the answer. It helps your tires remain properly
inflated much longer and maintains a more consistent tire
pressure whether it is summer or winter. We use the
advanced Branick Model 500 inflation system to create pure
and dry nitrogen.

DEDICATED CUSTOMER
SERVICE

Your order is shipped and insured in packaging certified by
UPS from our dedicated wheel and tire facility, so there’s
absolutely no need to worry about shipping damage. Your
wheels and/or tires will arrive in perfect condition, ready to
install!

We know how important your wheel and tire purchase is to
you. If you have any issues or concerns with your order,
don’t hesitate to contact our dedicated wheel & tire team by
phone, email, or live chat. We are always here to help!

IT'S ALL ABOUT STYLE AND PERFORMANCE
Let us be your wheel and tire specialist! We carry 200 different brands of wheels, in wheel diameters from 13”
to 32”. Our wheel fitments range from 1950’s American classics to the newest European supercars. Tires are
available from 30 different manufacturers, in section widths up to 445 mm, and aspect ratios down to 20. Tire
tread patterns include summer, winter, all-season, high-performance,and off-road varieties.

